and economic data; facilitating actor and stakeholder participation, engagement, and partnership 155 within research projects; securing the involvement and coordination of expertise across multiple 156 social science and other disciplines.
157
(ii) Verification Another important aspect of service-oriented research involves forecast verifica- satellite observations leads to a very strong influence of the models' first guess on the analysis.
183
Enhanced verification in observation space (e.g., satellite data simulators) and increasing analysis 184 quality need high priority.
185
In recent years, there has been a shift in how verification is perceived. It has been widely recog- is important to point out, however, is that there are certain polar-specific aspects that need special 195 consideration in order to enhance predictive capacity-some of these aspects will be highlighted and ice-covered surfaces and clouds in the atmosphere has also been a long-running challenge.
215
Making better use of existing and new satellite-based observations is a must for improving fore-216 cast initialisation and verification.
217
Given that observations are key to producing accurate initial conditions and hence forecasts, optimally exploit the information provided by existing observations, as will be discussed below.
222
The relative remoteness and harsh environmental conditions of the polar regions are always go- 
2) MODELLING

240
Numerical models of the atmosphere, ocean, sea ice, snow and land play an increasingly impor-241 tant role in prediction. For example, models are used to carry out short to seasonal range weather 242 and environmental forecasts; they form an important element in every data assimilation scheme; 243 13 they serve as a virtual laboratory to carry out experiments devised to understand the functioning of In numerical weather prediction, data assimilation systems are used to produce the initial con- 
348
Over polar areas, shortcomings in all three main data assimilation components (models, ob-349 servations and assimilation algorithms) contribute to sub-optimal state estimates (e.g., Jung and It will be important to address model improvement, observations and data assimilation methods However, climate change in the Arctic is happening more rapidly than any other region on Earth 422 and there is evidence that these changes could fundamentally affect predictor-predictand relation-423 ships in the region, making it difficult to both train and trust such models (Holland and Stroeve 424 2011). It is therefore imperative for seasonal polar prediction that coupled models improve.
425
The presence of sea ice, land ice and snow in the polar regions in conjunction with mid- may change as the Arctic sea ice continues to decline. It is to be expected that the regional vul-443 nerability to polar lows will be even much higher due to these changes, as necessary preparedness 444 may be neglected over areas such as the Kara and Laptev Seas.
445
From the above discussion, it can be argued that our existing knowledge on predictability, which 446 is primarily obtained from studies in lower latitudes, is not easily transferable due to particular 447 characteristics of the polar regions. Predictability research that focuses on polar regions is there-448 fore urgently needed.
449
(ii) Diagnostics Forecast error diagnosis is a means to identifying possible weaknesses in the weather and climate impact society-it will be important that experts on polar atmospheric pro-473 cesses (i.e., the polar research community) join forces with atmospheric dynamicists traditionally 474 working more on middle latitude phenomena.
475
It could be argued that further insight could be gained by studying polar-lower latitude link-476 ages also from a prediction perspective. In fact, while teleconnection patterns are well studied 
489
In short, it is expected that research on global linkages will enhance our understanding of the 490 role of the polar regions in the global climate system, both in terms of the underlying dynamics 491 and in terms of predictability on time scales from days to seasons and beyond. 
International cooperation
493
In order to advance predictive capacity in polar regions, a strong element of coordination will 494 be required. In the following, we introduce two (related) initiatives that provide an international 495 framework through which collaboration between natural and social scientists, operational predic-496 tion centres and stakeholders from different nations can be effectively facilitated. to seasons, with a particular focus on sea ice, since for polar regions sea ice is both a critically 537 important environmental variable to be predicted, and a strong modulator of other weather-related 538 predictands across a wide range of time scales.
539
Output from operational models, including specific additional diagnostics, and dedicated nu-540 merical experiments during YOPP will be archived and made available for researchers to better 541 understand strengths and short-comings of existing prediction systems. The new archive will be 542 valuable in itself, even without the planned additional observations that will be assimilated into 543 models. It will certainly help improve process understanding at a detailed level. 
555
YOPP will also explore largely uncharted territory in the area of polar forecast verification; it 556 will contribute to our understanding of the value of improved polar prediction capabilities; and 557 it will help to educate the next generation of scientists. YOPP will be carried out in three stages there is no clear distinction between the weather and climate research community in polar re-576 gions, with the latter, for example, providing substantial contributions to developing and running 577 the observing system. Secondly, coupled models and coupled data assimilation systems will need 578 to be used, even for short-term predictions traditionally addressed by atmosphere-only systems.
579
While clearly challenging, eventually using coupled models in short-term predictions will provide 580 a unique opportunity for diagnosing the origins of model error and hence improving climate mod-581 els and climate projections. Furthermore, the high resolution needed for short-term predictions 582 will allow new insights into the climate relevance of small-scale features such as leads in sea ice 583 or orographic jets.
584
Coupled data assimilation systems will also be important for optimizing the observing system in 585 polar regions. In the past, much emphasis has been put on climate monitoring. With the increasing 586 demand for predictive information, more is asked of the polar observing system; and well-tested 587 coupled data assimilation systems provide a good opportunity to redesign the polar observing 588 system to meet the different competing demands in a cost effective manner. The work will also 589 pave the way for improved reanalysis of the polar regions.
590
28
In summary, the growing demand for polar predictive capacity along with a community ready to 591 take on the challenge through international collaboration, means that significant future advances 592 can be expected that go well beyond the polar regions and time scales considered in this paper.
593
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